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It was December 20, 012;. I was nearing the end of a two- week stay 
with Alma Hasse and Jim Plucinski, two small business owners who 
live on a farm near Parma, Idaho.1 For the last 4ve years, Alma had 
been working to stop natural gas development in Idaho. It was a new 
industry for the state. Jim had begun investing all of his time, outside of 
running their business, to challenge natural gas development after Alma 
spent seven days in jail when she spoke out of turn at a county planning 
and zoning meeting related to oil and gas in October 012<. The theme 
we were discussing was: How might we understand the oil and gas 
industry’s practices and what can we do about them? Jim had a simple 
answer. The oil and gas industry, he explained, is like a dog- walking 
business that doesn’t want to pick up after the dogs:

One analogy would be, you know, somebody that’s got a dog- walking busi-
ness. And they have maybe 4fteen employees and each one of ’em’s got certain 
dogs they walk every single day, but the problem they’re having is lack of 
productivity from them having to stop every so often and pick up a dog’s mess. 

Well, most rational businesspeople will, number one, realize that that 
[the time spent picking up the mess] is just part of the job and it’s a good 
thing to do to clean up after yourself or your employees’ dogs. But unfor-
tunately, today’s business climate, especially with large corporations, is that 
they don’t think about it that way. They think about, “How can we get rid 
of this?” And it’s usually through legislation, [.@.@.] lobbying everybody in the 
state or federal government to say, “You know what? [.@.@.] We’re really hurt-
ing the community by not having more jobs. We can have more people if we 
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don’t have to pick up dog poop, because we will make more money, we could 
hire more people, we could even pay them more”—not that they are going 
to do that, but it sounds good. “So, we would like to implement a law that 
we don’t have to pick up that poop anymore. You know, we could actually 
probably even get a couple more dogs in a day if we don’t have to pick up the 
poop on the walk, we can make more money.” But that’s behind the scenes.

That’s what they do, they create laws to do things that other people are 
not allowed to do, or conscientiously would not do, and make it legal. And 
then when they walk that dog and the dog does his thing right on the neigh-
bor’s lawn [.@.@.] and the neighbor says, “Aren’t you going to pick that up?” 
they go, “No ma’am, we’re following the laws. We don’t have to pick that 
up; we’re doing everything regulated; we’re doing everything by the books; 
we’re following the laws.” And they walk off with a smile. [.@.@.] Guess who’s 
going to pay to pick up that poop? It’s going to be everybody else that lives 
in that neighborhood. [.@.@.] They’re taking time away from their family, and 
you know, utilizing their resources to do so.

“To deal with somebody else’s shit! That is a perfect analogy!” Alma 
broke in laughing. Jim went on: “Exactly. [.@.@.] It’s not about oil and gas, 
people have to realize that oil and gas is just a symptom of the prob-
lem. There are many, many different business entities and types that are 
doing the exact same thing.” 

Jim then moved on to talk about how to confront this problem and 
his assessment of how people working on resistance could be more 
effective:

You have to look at it as a tree. Everybody is working on different branches 
and the bottom line is, I mean—can you tell me if you cut a branch off a tree, 
will that tree die? [pause] What’s it going to do? It’s going to put up another 
branch. [.@.@.] So the big thing is, is that everybody, as far as people that are 
activists, [.@.@.] everybody is working on a branch and not on the roots. [.@.@.] 
People need to start realizing what their true enemy is, and that’s the collu-
sion between unethical business and corrupt government. [.@.@.] They are so 
busy keeping us separated between a right thing [on the political spectrum], 
and a left thing. 

Jim’s dog- walking analogy illustrates a common sentiment among 
people resisting fossil fuels: oil and gas development is an affront to 
core values of integrity, accountability, fairness, and the health and 
well- being of families and communities. In the minds of Jim and other 
people I interviewed throughout the course of my research, the oil and 
gas industry walks all over people, uses legal and political systems to 
protect itself, and leaves communities to pick up the messes it produces. 
These messes are toxic environments and an inhospitable climate; sick 
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people; degraded social ties; and losses of homes, livelihoods, and pub-
lic resources. For Jim, the collusion and corruption of the oil and gas 
industry represented a lack of care and respect, a lack of integrity and 
accountability that he, as a business owner, saw as common decency. He 
and Alma did not just believe in these values. They also acted on them, 
treating the people around them, their employees, customers, family, 
and activists, with care, respect, and generosity.2

Different people have different terms for these values, but at bot-
tom, they revolve around issues of fairness, right and wrong, relation-
ships, and justice. From 012< to 0126, I set out to understand how 
people resisting fossil fuels in two very different settings—Idaho and 
California— understood and used their core values to work together. 

At the dawn of the 0101s, it seems harder than ever to work together. 
In the United States, politics and ideas for addressing environmental 
problems and climate crisis are highly polarized. On one side are people 
bene4tting from the current system—capitalism—who hope to continue 
fossil fuel extraction and enjoy its pro4ts. On the other side are those 
who do not bene4t from existing systems: communities on the front-
lines of environmental and climate injustice. The lessons from this book, 
on how to work together across dividing lines within communities—
how to identify shared values, acknowledge and value difference, and 
grow—are more critical than ever.3 

Despite the social nature of our failure to address climate crisis—
we have not 4gured out how to enact laws, policies, and behavior 
change on a large enough scale to stop greenhouse gas emissions—most 
research and policymaking on energy and climate change focuses on 
technology and physical science (Dunlap and Brulle 012;; Sovacool 
012<). Understanding the social dynamics—what people do with the 
science and technology, and the justice elements, the inequality built 
into energy systems and the climate crisis—is vital (Caniglia, Brulle, and 
Szasz 012;; Harlan et al. 012;). 

As scholars of climate justice maintain, building a broad- based social 
movement that centers the voices of people on the frontlines of envi-
ronmental and climate hazards is critical for building political will to 
make our social, economic, and cultural systems less carbon intensive 
and, simultaneously, more socially just. Surprisingly, researchers have 
devoted relatively little attention to understanding how social move-
ment coalitions work (Van Dyke and McCammon 0121). Most research 
that does address coalitions tends to focus on organizations, cause and 
effect, and single variables, such as how a threat or opportunity shaped 
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a coalition (see Van Dyke and McCammon 0121). This book provides 
a more holistic analysis of how culture interacts with many factors that 
shape movements (identity, political context, threats, and resources) 
to inform how activists—as individuals and within organizations— 
practice coalition building. I think of culture as the “lived experience” 
(Williams 2361) of activism and am interested in identifying best prac-
tices for coalition building that can aid in larger scale “movement build-
ing” efforts (Juris et al. 012<).

What we do know is that a lack of collective identity—a sense of 
shared understanding and vision, a sense of togetherness (see Melucci 
23:3; Taylor and Whittier 2330)—can be a barrier to movement build-
ing. In her research on resistance to mountaintop- removal coal mining, 
Bell (0126) 4nds that local Appalachians’ inability to identify with the 
environmental justice movement keeps them from participating in the 
movement. This is a problem for a movement that focuses on mean-
ingful involvement of those most affected by environmental hazards. 
While Bell asks why people do not participate, my research asks how 
people do participate. How do they work to create inclusive collective 
identities?

Drawing from the experience and insights of diverse activists—Nez 
Perce tribal members in Idaho, a Chumash family in Santa Barbara, col-
lege students, elderly people, women, men, people with children, work-
ing people, unemployed people, wealthy people, poor people, people 
with disabilities, people of color, mixed- race people, and white people—
this book is a study of how people work together by appealing to com-
mon values. 

Chapters 7 through : of the book explore my interview-  and 4eldwork- 
based data. These chapters Aow from in- depth analyses of practices 
and perspectives of particular groups of interviewees to comparative 
analyses that interweave stories of campaigns and perspectives across 
Idaho-  and California- based groups and research sites. They reveal 
that resistance to extreme energy extraction is characterized by work-
ing across lines, a phrase I use to refer to activists’ efforts to organize 
people across lines of difference, whether these be lines based on politi-
cal views, race, ethnicity, indigeneity, age, area of interest, strategic and 
tactical preferences, or type of organization (i.e., staffed nonpro4ts 
that I call “grasstops” groups versus grassroots groups). I identify four 
major components to working across lines as a method of resistance to 
extreme energy extraction:
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 • focusing on core values, which include community, justice, 
integrity, accountability, and the health of people and the more- 
than- human world 

 • identifying the roots of injustice, whether described as capitalism 
or lack of integrity and accountability of government and 
industry 

 • cultivating relationships, which some interviewees refer to as 
relational organizing

 • welcoming difference

Through prioritizing perspectives and action to realize these elements 
of organizing, activists and groups across my research sites build capacity 
to construct unlikely alliances and coalitions to challenge the fossil fuel 
industry; they work across lines for a just and sustainable future. When 
activists agree on core values, illuminate how unjust conditions put these 
in jeopardy, and draw on relationships of trust to welcome and sup-
port diverse participants and tactics, they are better equipped to create a 
truly inclusive collective identity. Building an inclusive collective identity 
through working across lines has potential to grow a broad- based social 
movement, one that could be society’s best hope for achieving climate 
justice.

B?#>#"C D>%-': !'%+?. E&-F%G*&H'  
+*& I*&H#"C J*C%(=%&

Environmental justice, climate justice, intersectionality, and ecofemi-
nism are four frameworks for organizing around environmental and 
social justice issues that can contribute to building broad- based col-
lective identities. These frameworks are evident in the best examples 
of working across lines from this research and can enhance capacity 
for working across lines. In addition to these frameworks, this section 
unpacks movement building, collective identity, and coalition building, 
three key processes and goals of the social movements that I analyze in 
this book.

Environmental justice emphasizes “meaningful involvement of all 
people” in all phases of policy creation and implementation (US EPA 
0128). If people are meaningfully involved in decisions about social 
movements, they will be more likely to feel a sense of ownership of the 
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movement, that their personal identities align with what the movement 
stands for. 

Climate justice applies the necessity for meaningful involvement to 
the context of climate change, highlighting how those who are least 
responsible for the climate crisis are most affected. It seeks to address 
climate crisis through advancing social justice. I see the movements and 
activism that I explore in this book as contributing to climate justice, 
as part of the climate justice movement. The focus on climate crisis 
and social justice as global phenomena opens the possibility for people 
around the world to feel connected to this movement.

Intersectionality is the idea that the different social identities indi-
viduals hold come together to shape their experiences of oppression 
and privilege (Crenshaw 23:3). Highlighting the intersectional iden-
tities of movement participants can help everyone feel welcome, as 
when, for example, the climate organization 7;1 .org made a public 
statement of solidarity with the LGBTQIA+ community following the 
0126 mass shooting in Orlando, Florida (7;1 .org Staff 0126). High-
lighting the intersectionality of movement issues—that is, how gender 
justice, anti- racism, and environmental justice all overlap—can help 
more people see how the social issues they care about are connected to 
the environment. 

Understanding that the same systems that oppress the environment 
also oppress marginalized communities of people—a core insight of 
ecofeminism—can further contribute to people’s capacity to recognize 
how environmental issues relate to their personal lives. The same logic 
that elevates culture over nature also elevates men over women, leading 
to social arrangements where women experience environmental haz-
ards 4rst and worst and, therefore, rise up to propose solutions. This is 
one reason why women tend to be the majority of activists in environ-
mental movements, particularly at the grassroots level (Bell and Braun 
0121; Seager 2336; Stein 011<), a trend that holds in my research. 

Though many interviewees had not thought much about how gender 
informed their organizing, their emphasis on collaboration, care, and 
community illustrates that feminine perspectives, values, and practices, 
shaped in particular ways by activists’ lived experiences, are important 
pillars of their activism.4 These ecofeminist values shape how the grass-
roots movements that I study understand the problems they face, the 
solutions they would like to see, and how they try to put these solutions 
into practice. Gender, then, is a structure of inequality, an individual 
identity, and a force in social interactions that shapes values and ways 
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of relating to other people that are central to how the climate justice 
movement works within my research cases.

Building strong, broad- based social movements is one method for 
achieving environmental and climate justice for everyone. Activists and 
scholars use the term movement building to describe the work move-
ments do to inspire people to get involved, feel like they are part of a 
movement, and collaborate. Movement building includes creating orga-
nizations, relationships, networks, skills, identities, frames, and strate-
gies—all the things that are required for sustained mobilization (Juris 
et al. 012<:703). Movement building is an outcome, just as legal victo-
ries or policy changes can be outcomes, of social movements. In other 
words, social movements can have goals related to movement building, 
and therefore, may succeed in movement building alongside successes, 
or failures, in policy or legal change. Movement building is about ensur-
ing everyone has a seat at movement tables to envision, together, a dif-
ferent world. 

The movement building that climate justice activists prioritize, and 
how people actually do movement building, has received less attention 
than other topics in social movement studies, especially at the grass-
roots level and in comparative contexts (Blee 0120; Juris et al. 012<). 
My research enhances understanding of two components of movement 
building—collective identity and coalition building. 

As activists’ shared understandings of the context in which they orga-
nize and their plans of action, collective identity shapes how “actors 
‘organize’ their behavior, produce meanings and actively establish rela-
tionships” (Melucci 23:3:76). This conceptualization by Alberto Melucci 
resonates most closely with my research because of its focus on relation-
ships and because of its understanding of collective identity as a con-
stantly changing process, rather than a static de4nition. In her analysis of 
feminist mobilizations in Spain, María Martínez (012:) likewise argues 
that collective identity is best understood as a complex and un4nished 
process, grounded in emotions and relationships that people activate and 
transform repeatedly over time. 

Collective identity is particularly important for the environmen-
tal and climate justice movements. Shannon Bell (0126) demonstrates 
that what people perceive as the collective identity of the environmen-
tal justice movement has actually deterred people on the front lines of 
mountaintop- removal coal mining (who, for example, suffer health 
effects related to coal mining) from participating in environmental justice 
organizations. They do not identify with those who identify themselves 
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as environmental justice activists. This is troubling for the environmental 
and climate justice movements because a central tenet of both is that 
their efforts should be led by the people most affected by climate change 
or environmental degradation. This is because, in line with ecofeminism, 
the people experiencing the highest levels of oppression have insights 
that are critical to designing paths toward justice. In Crenshaw’s words, 
the goal of movements for justice “should be to facilitate the inclusion 
of marginalized groups for whom it can be said: ‘When they enter, we 
all enter’ ” (23:3:268). Understanding ways to create collective identities 
that resonate with broad bases of people, especially those on the front 
lines of climate change and energy extraction, is critical to achieving the 
climate justice movement’s goal of building a movement of everyone to 
change everything. 

A second core component of movement building, something upon 
which a broad- based movement depends, is coalition building. Coali-
tion building is the formation of relationships among people and across 
organizations. These relationships facilitate people’s capacity to draw 
on material and social resources. They also broaden the scope of issues, 
perspectives, strategies, and tactics that inform social movements’ 
actions. Appealing to diverse identities and recognizing difference as 
a strength are key to successful coalitions (Bystydzienski and Schacht 
0112; Lipsitz 0116). Previous books on coalitions examine how social 
networks, ideology, and social and political contexts inform coalition 
emergence (Van Dyke and McCammon 0121); focus on how particular 
groups build relationships (see Davis 0121; Grossman 0128 on Native–
non- Native alliances); or present edited collections of wide- ranging 
movements and contexts (e.g. Bystydzienski and Schacht 0112; Van 
Dyke and McCammon 0121). This book complements these efforts by 
enhancing understanding of the characteristics of effective coalitions, 
across diverse cases, groups of people, and organizations that are all 
connected by their common resistance to extreme energy extraction. 
Rather than asking why coalitions emerge, I explore how they work 
well, or do not, arguing that effective coalitions are intentionally con-
structed through the learning, labor, and creativity of activists. 

In the tradition of scholarship and community organizing on climate 
and environmental justice, ecofeminism, and movement building, this 
book shares knowledge about how people work together to imagine 
and realize a feminist future and a livable climate. Through attention 
to each of these concepts, activists can enhance capacity for working 
across lines and scholars can illuminate processes that contribute to 
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social movements’ potential for building inclusive collective identities 
and coalitions. My hope is that, together, we can build feminist cli-
mate justice, a fossil- free and non- capitalist society that does not accept 
exploitation, where communities, rather than corporations, determine 
their futures, and where decisions are guided by what the most margin-
alized communities deem to be in the interest of peace and justice.

K%(=*>*.*C): /*'#(#*"-.#(), L55*?"(-9#.#(), 
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My interest in working together and resisting fossil fuels is political and 
scholarly. As a person coming of age during this period, I am concerned 
about the future. I want to lend my labor to climate justice. 

My positionality as a young white woman who spent my forma-
tive years in Idaho and California facilitated this research. For example, 
Alma and her girlfriends (who also resisted natural gas) invited me to 
their weekend coffee dates where the “girls” would get together to talk 
about their week. These conversations were mostly about oil and gas. 
Being in my mid- twenties and a graduate student facilitated my role 
as a learner. Interviewees, most of whom were signi4cantly older than 
me, were generally very willing to share their stories. Finally, my own 
connection to place played an important role in my interactions with 
research participants. I strongly identify as someone from Idaho. I lived 
in Idaho from age seven to twenty- one. My connection to Idaho was 
one reason I wanted to do research there. I wanted to be informed about 
what was happening and build connections with people trying to pre-
serve a way of life that I hold dear. This connection also facilitated my 
research, both in terms of previous contacts I had and by making me a 
kind of insider. Though I was coming from California, I was not “one 
of those Californians” that longtime Idaho residents see as trying to 
change Idaho.5 I also look like I am from Idaho, a state with very few 
people of color. As Bell (0126) has shown, being perceived as an out-
sider because of where you are from, or because of your opposition to 
industry and local elites, can be damaging for social relationships. Many 
of my interviewees played up their “local” or insider status, frequently 
referencing how long they had lived in Idaho, con4rming that “outsider 
stigma” is real and something to be avoided. 

On the other hand, being a California resident, who had built up 
relationships in the community over years by participating as a core 
member of the climate justice group 7;1 Santa Barbara, facilitated my 
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insider status in Santa Barbara County, the site of my research. In this 
setting, I was not just a graduate student passing through, but someone 
who had worked alongside grassroots activists for years. They trusted 
me to tell “our” story. Nonpro4t staff also trusted me. They had seen 
me at local events, county hearings about energy, and knew that I had 
been involved with Measure P—a countywide effort to ban hydraulic 
fracturing—from the beginning. 

Throughout the research, I identi4ed myself as a scholar activist and 
strove to practice feminist accountability and reciprocity (see Bhavnani 
2337; Haraway 23::; Pulido 2336). I worked to make my writing 
accessible and useful to activists, asked for interviewee feedback on my 
writing, and helped out in movement spaces by taking meeting min-
utes, paying for meals, carrying children, and cleaning. I also practiced 
accountability by offering interviewees the option of using their real 
names. Using real names is important because it gives people credit for 
their ideas and can facilitate movement building by giving readers the 
ability to learn more about interviewees’ work and to perhaps even link 
up with them and their organizations. Finally, feminist scholar activism 
means that I hope this research will facilitate social movements, public 
discussion, and scholarly capacity to envision and build a just and sus-
tainable world that centers the experiences and expertise of communi-
ties most marginalized by the status quo. 

The data in this book come from ethnographic 4eldwork and 216 
in- depth interviews. My ethnographic 4eldwork consisted of a total of 
three months conducting research in Idaho in 012; (spread through-
out February, March, July, October, November, and December) and my 
participation and participant observation in climate justice organizing 
in Santa Barbara, California, from September 0127 to September 0126. 

The interviews were styled as “conversations with a purpose” (Bur-
gess 23:<), semi- structured interviews that recognize the importance 
of establishing relationships of trust and con4dence with interviewees. 
I conducted sixty- two interviews in Idaho during the months I con-
ducted 4eldwork in 012;. In Santa Barbara, I conducted a total of forty- 
four interviews from May 012; through September 0126. Twenty- nine 
of these interviews were with youth activists. Interviewees’ ages ranged 
from nineteen to seventy- eight years old. They identi4ed as white, 
Native American, Latina/o, African American, Black, Filipino, Sinhalese 
Sri Lankan, and as mixed race and biracial. They held positions in dif-
ferent types of organizations. Sixty- two percent of all interviewees were 
women, reAecting their overwhelming participation and leadership 
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in the organizations I engaged with. Interviews averaged seventy- two 
minutes in length and explored themes including interviewees’ work as 
activists, their perspectives on diversity and inclusivity in their groups, 
and their hopes for the future. 

M%'%-&5= ,*"(%O(

My research is set within a contradiction. In the late 0121s, climate 
science demanded we keep fossil fuels in the ground while US politics 
continued to support the extraction of the dirtiest fossil fuels. Global 
and national concern about the climate crisis resonated with the sci-
ence. In 0126, the Paris Agreement went into effect, spurring the global 
community toward coordinated efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions. That year, 6< percent of Americans worried a fair amount or great 
deal about global warming, the highest percentage since 011: (Saad 
and Jones 0126). In 012:, 81 percent of Americans believed global 
warming was happening, with :; percent in support of funding renew-
able energy research (Marlon et al. 012:). During this same period, 
the United States ignored these trends, becoming the world’s leading 
producer of oil and gas and ramping up its use of extreme extraction 
techniques.6 These include fracking, which uses many more resources 
and produces more greenhouse gas emissions than conventional drill-
ing methods (US Energy Information Administration 0126b; 0126c; 
0126d). Concerned communities rose up in resistance across the coun-
try, not only against extraction, but also against the transportation of 
extreme energy like the Canadian tar sands.

Amid this broader context, this research is grounded in California 
and Idaho, two places with different political, energy, and social con-
texts. In California—historically the most important and progressive 
state for environmental and climate justice—my research centers on 
Santa Barbara County, the site of the world’s 4rst offshore oil drilling 
in 2:36, the United States’ 4rst major oil spill in 2363, and the birth of 
the modern American environmental movement. In 012<, amid a his-
toric drought, California’s warmest year ever at the time, and proposed 
oil expansion, grassroots climate activists in the group 7;1 Santa Bar-
bara formed a coalition that attempted to ban extreme energy extrac-
tion in the county with a ballot measure, Measure P. The effort relied 
upon substantial organizing by youth activists at Santa Barbara’s col-
lege and university. Over six million dollars in oil industry opposition 
inundated the community, sharpening already existing divisions among 
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residents, especially political and racial divides. Despite the measure’s 
failure on election day, the struggle remains the largest county- level elec-
toral mobilization (in terms of volunteers and money) to ban fracking 
in California history. 

Idaho is a more politically conservative state, with no oil or gas 
extraction until 0113. While often ignored, decisions in Idaho and simi-
lar states in the center of the country impact the majority of US land and, 
when combined, shape federal policy. My research in Idaho is based in 
three regions: southwest, central, and northern Idaho. Southwest Idaho 
is the site of the state’s nascent natural gas industry. In this region of rural 
farms surrounding Idaho’s capital and largest city, residents formed the 
group Citizens Allied for Integrity and Accountability (CAIA) in 012;, 
which is engaged in an ongoing struggle to protect property rights. 
Representatives of Idaho’s small number of statewide environmental 
nonpro4t groups, after attempting to strengthen Idaho’s natural gas reg-
ulatory structure, mostly stand on the sidelines, unsure of how to widen 
their mission statements to include concerns of property- rights activists 
who do not consider themselves to be environmentalists. In the other 
two regions included in my research, central and northern Idaho, from 
0122 to 012<, a grassroots coalition of individuals and organizations 
protested two- hundred- foot- long megaloads (trucks with trailers) of tar 
sands infrastructure on rural highways and in small towns before suc-
cessfully barring the loads in a legal suit that concluded in 0128. 

In both states, activists were in conversation across campaigns and 
across geographies, with many participating in regional, state- wide, 
national, and global social movement communities. My analysis eluci-
dates the character of resistance to extreme energy extraction in these 
two different states to highlight commonalities across diverse contexts 
and to show how the particularities of these contexts inform how  people 
attempt and fail to work together.

P&C-"#Q-(#*" *+ (=% R**H

Chapter 2 lays the foundation for the remainder of the book by detail-
ing the politics of climate change, extreme energy extraction, and the 
climate justice movement. I juxtapose the crisis of climate change and 
the need to keep fossil fuels in the ground with the continued pursuit of 
fossil fuel energy, particularly in the United States. In this context, the 
extraction, transportation, and processing of extreme forms of energy, 
such as tar sands and hydraulically fractured oil and gas, have taken off, 
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exacting tremendous environmental and human costs. I present climate 
justice and the climate justice movement as one way to confront this 
situation, providing the reader with background on the movement and 
its goals.

Chapter 0 provides the reader with further information on the two 
research contexts of Idaho and California and the speci4c towns where 
interviewees and their campaigns are based. I provide a concise over-
view of how the two states have managed fossil fuels and the key actors 
and campaigns that are the focus of the book. 

Tracing interviewees’ journeys into activism, chapter 7 provides an 
in- depth account of how rural southwestern Idahoans built an unlikely 
alliance to resist natural gas development. The group they formed, 
called Citizens Allied for Integrity and Accountability (CAIA), has had 
board members who were former leaders of the local Tea Party group, 
people who consider themselves Democrats, climate change skeptics, 
and people who are very concerned about climate change. I argue that 
this unlikely trans- partisan alliance is created and maintained by the 
practice of talking across lines. Rather than rally around what have 
become divisive political issues, such as climate change, CAIA focuses 
on issues of private property, public infrastructure, and, as its name sug-
gests, government and corporate accountability and integrity. The activ-
ism journeys I share in this chapter help readers understand activists’ 
lived experiences and values, the social setting in their communities, and 
why activists have needed to develop the tactic of talking across lines.

Chapter < analyzes how people succeed and fail in their efforts to 
talk across political lines in the context of the 4ght against natural gas 
in Idaho. Talking across lines depends on building relationships of trust 
through a dedication to shared values—in mission statement, messag-
ing, and engagement—within and beyond the group. It also requires 
acknowledgment of differences in perspective by complicating labels 
related to political party, climate change beliefs, activism and Not In My 
Back Yard (NIMBY) environmentalism, and assumptions about how 
and whether these labels inform a person’s willingness to resist natural 
gas. Ultimately, talking across lines requires that activists agree to dis-
agree on certain issues in the interest of working together to advance 
shared goals, a complicated way of navigating difference that is heavily 
reliant on trust.

Chapter ; focuses on Santa Barbara, California, to explore the values 
and practices of youth climate justice activists. These youth, primarily 
organizing in the context of groups and campaigns embedded in college 
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and university environments, are developing progressive values and prac-
tices that create a particular culture of organizing. I call this culture a 
climate justice culture of creation because it is a political culture focused 
not only on resistance, but also on creation (see Foran 012<). It pre-
4gures the world that youth want to see in the present—in their groups, 
interpersonal interactions, and experiences. The core values of this cul-
ture are accessibility, intersectionality, relationships, and community. 
Youth strive to make organizing accessible and enjoyable to all. They 
teach each other how social and environmental inequalities intersect 
to inform people’s lived experiences and different passions. Prioritizing 
relationships as the basis of understanding and supporting each other, 
they envision healthy communities as those where people are politically 
engaged and willing to build relationships with people who do not share 
their views. Speci4c practices, including horizontal leadership structures, 
anti- oppression trainings, and work to diversify members and leaders all 
embody these values. I see youth’s climate justice culture of creation as a 
powerful movement- building tool for working across lines.

In chapter 6, I transition to comparative analysis of my cases across 
campaigns, locations, and activist groups. The chapter explores the ten-
sions and possibilities for building coalitions between grassroots and 
staffed nonpro4t organizations—what I call grasstops organizations. 
I 4nd that grasstops’ commitment to pragmatism challenges activists’ 
efforts to build coalitions between these elements of the movement. 
This pragmatism in rooted in grasstops’ organizational form, particu-
larly nonpro4ts’ responsibilities to ful4ll mission statements and secure 
funding, as well as strategic, tactical, and motivational divergences. 
To bridge these divides, activists stress the importance of welcoming 
new ideas, giving attribution, and centering, rather than marginalizing, 
demands for radical systems- changing actions.

Chapter 8 explores two resistance efforts—the Measure P effort to 
ban fracking in Santa Barbara County, and the mobilization to stop 
the transportation of tar sands processing equipment on giant trucks 
or “megaloads” on Idaho highways. I narrate each story of struggle, 
providing a synthesis of interviewee perspectives and lessons learned. 
I discuss the diversity of concerns and tactics that made the megaload 
struggle successful and the strengths and weaknesses that character-
ized the impressive and yet ultimately unsuccessful Measure P electoral 
campaign. 

Chapter : employs comparative analysis to present the factors that 
facilitated and inhibited working across lines in the Measure P and 
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megaload campaigns—factors that shaped the different outcomes of 
the campaigns. It considers how the differing presence and power of 
oil, support for environmental politics, connection to place, and cam-
paign durations informed these resistance efforts. Despite these differ-
ences, there were also many similarities rooted in shared perceptions 
of urgency and values. Activists in both places offered ideas for best 
practices for working across lines that resonate with the other cases in 
this book: horizontal and relational organizing to build trust and mean-
ingful participation of all involved. The 4nal section of this chapter 
examines commitment to diversity and inclusivity, of organizing tactics, 
and of participants of many ages and of diverse racial, ethnic, and Indig-
enous backgrounds. It draws lessons from the successful collaboration 
of Nez Perce and non- Native people in Idaho, and Measure P’s inability 
to build bridges between white environmentalists and the Santa Barbara 
County Latinx community.

The conclusion reviews the analysis and argument, illuminates the 
contributions of this research, and suggests paths forward. Closing with 
interviewees’ hopes for the future, I invite the scholarly community to 
build knowledge on how working across lines happens in other con-
texts, and the general reader to build relationships, cultivate values, and 
share practices that facilitate social transformation toward a fossil free, 
community- centered world.

I hope this book nourishes your desire, capacity, and joy for working 
across lines to meet the challenges we face.
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CHAPTER 7

Idaho Part 2
Talking across Political Lines  
by Building Relationships

In this chapter, I delve into what it means to talk across political lines, 
typically those that demarcate conservative and liberal ideologies. I draw 
on what I learned from folks resisting fracking in western Idaho, from 
how they talked with their fellow group members, and, as I observed in 
my time living with them, how they spoke to people like the dishwasher 
repairman, or the postal worker they encountered in their daily lives. 

An important condition for talking across lines is relationships and 
trust. When these exist, there is potential for people to hear each other 
and to work together. When these do not exist, building coalitions is 
challenging. Understanding how trust is built or inhibited depends on 
understanding activists’ lived experiences, values, and the social setting 
in their community. Therefore, I begin my account of activism in south-
west Idaho with stories of interviewees’ journeys into activism. These 
experiences provide important grounding for why activists have needed 
to develop the tactic of talking across lines and illustrate the centrality 
of relationships to building resistance to extreme energy extraction. 

I open with a story related to the 0126 US presidential election, 
a series of events characterizing the context in which interviewees 
expressed and developed their views on politics and organizing. This 
account illustrates two points. First, it displays the polarizing nature 
of labels in political rhetoric and, consequently, the need to talk across 
lines by drawing on common values. Secondly, it evidences the promise 
of one of this book’s core themes: relational organizing.
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On February 2:, 0126, Bernie Sanders, self- proclaimed socialist com-
petitor for the Democratic candidate for the 0126 US presidential elec-
tion sent me a campaign email. In it, he highlighted how his campaign 
was succeeding because of support from working people, not elites. The 
email explained that elites, unable to drive Sanders’s campaign, had 
lashed out in the lead- up to the February 01 caucus in Nevada, “not 
just at Bernie, but at you.” A bullet point in the email read, “Bill Clinton 
compared supporters powering our political revolution—people like 
you—to the Tea Party. The Tea Party!”

Just two months prior, in December 012;, I had been spending a lot 
of time with folks sympathetic to Tea Party ideas. With one, seventy- six- 
year- old Dottie Hawthorne, I had even had a productive conversation 
about Bernie Sanders. In our interview over tuna sandwiches in Dottie’s 
living room, Dottie had described socialism and communism as close to 
one another and “frightening, so frightening.” “You cannot take from 
the rich and give to the poor. [.@.@.] You need to give the poor incentives 
to grow and to earn and to be proud of themselves. [.@ .@ .] It’s against 
my way of thinking common sense.” Later, disgusted with both “sides 
of the aisle” of US politics, Dottie asked: As far as our people who are 
going to run for president, my goodness, which one would you choose, 
if you, no political af4liation, just which of the candidates would you 
choose right now?

Corrie: Bernie.

Dottie: And why?

Corrie: Because he’s a socialist.

Dottie: And you think socialism is good?

Corrie: Yeah.

Dottie: I guess I need to know why you think that.

We proceeded to discuss socialism, welfare, and conservatism. Though 
Dottie was not convinced at the end our conversation that Bernie was 
“who we can count on to see that [taxation] is done right,” she did say, 
“Eh, food for thought, huh, very interesting, I have not read very much 
about Bernie Sanders.” 

Here, in this brief statement, I see a kernel of hope. Dottie, a seventy- 
six- year- old conservative rancher, and me, a twenty- 4ve- year- old woman 
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who had spent her last four years under the mentorship of radical Marx-
ist sociologists in California—the bastion of liberalism in the United 
States—were able to have a calm, respectful conversation about social-
ism. We did not shoot each other down, but listened, and, based on 
listening, offered examples and perspectives gleaned from our lived 
experiences. We shared our views with each other. We talked across 
lines. Part of talking across our lines of difference was agreeing to dis-
agree, being able to sit with that disagreement while enjoying each 
other’s company, and appreciating each other’s contribution to our 
common cause—the 4ght against fracking. 

This is the kind of conversation I see becoming more possible 
because of the organizing practices of Citizens Allied for Integrity and 
Accountability (CAIA), a grassroots nonpro4t organization dedicated 
to government and corporate integrity and accountability and, there-
fore, the 4ght against fracking. Dottie’s and my conversation was one 
that necessitated a relationship of trust, which usually, and especially 
when two people hold opposing views, requires time. 

Bernie’s email to me, had Dottie read it, would have undone any 
progress she and I made in communicating to each other. It was an 
email to bind certain people together against others. In this case, others 
were Tea Partiers and the Democratic establishment represented by Bill 
and Hillary Clinton (Bernie’s competitor). This type of writing denies 
the possibility of conservative people working for progressive change, 
people like interviewees Jan and Wayne. 

Jan and Wayne were former leaders of a local Tea Party group and 
core members of CAIA. They stressed the local character of their Tea 
Party group, and the diversity of Tea Parties more generally, identifying 
limited government control and spending as the one unifying theme. 
They argued that their political af4liation had nothing to do with their 
stance on oil and gas, a statement that could come as a surprise to some-
one who supposes that Tea Party equals conservative equals pro fossil 
fuels. As Jan explained, “People are usually surprised because we feel 
the way we feel about oil and gas [and] are Republicans or conserva-
tive. It’s like you can’t be that way. And it’s like, ‘What do you mean?’ 
If you are thinking, really thinking about the issue and you don’t like 
it, it has nothing to do with what your beliefs are politically.” Wayne’s 
language was more colorful: “Politics does not play a role in this big 
picture [of oil and gas]. I don’t give a rat’s behind about your political 
af4liation; I want to stop these assholes from what they are doing.” 
Jan and Wayne were able to organize with self- identi4ed Democratic 
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anti- fracking activists because the group expressly rejected stereotypes 
embedded within political labels. In fact, the group worked to avoid use 
of labels entirely, in their messaging and internal discussion, something 
I delve into in the next chapter. What is the effect, then, of pitting Bernie 
supporters against Tea Partiers? Might it be more productive for build-
ing progressive change, for building climate justice, to think and com-
municate in unifying, rather than dividing terms? 

Communicating in unifying terms was exactly what CAIA had devel-
oped as its primary organizing strategy. CAIA members did not come 
up with this strategy out of the blue, however. Talking across lines was 
a hard- won strategy developed to meet the needs of activists organizing 
amid small, politically red farming towns (approximately 8;% of voters 
in this area voted for Donald Trump in the 0126 election), activists who 
had started out as people who did not think of themselves as activists.  

WYJMWKDXJX, UD//DWX, LTZ RDM[WTXJP,[X: 
LKRDVLSWT,W LRP!J “L,JDVDXJ” 

Like fracking opponents in other parts of the country (see Willow 0123), 
most CAIA members did not think of themselves as environmentalists 
or activists. However, in the course of our interviews, many explored the 
activist label as they addressed my question, How do you describe your-
self? which I typically followed with examples, activist? organizer? con-
cerned citizen? A few initially hesitated about using “activist,” but then 
later came to the conclusion that actually, they were activists, because 
activists are not limited to the stereotypical image of an extreme, protest-
ing, Birkenstock- wearing hippie, to borrow imagery from multiple inter-
viewees. Alma Hasse, who had gone to jail for her anti- fracking efforts, 
had dramatically changed her views about activists and environmental-
ists. As she explained, “I used to—I am ashamed to say this, Corrie, don’t 
hold it against me—I used to say environmentalists were Birkenstock- 
wearing hippies with too much time on their hands. Now I know they 
don’t wear Birkenstocks, don’t have enough time, and think, ‘where 
would we be without them?’ We are lucky to have them.” Alma’s admis-
sion is emblematic of how interviewees’ conceptions of activists trans-
formed over time. Most thought of themselves as regular people until an 
event jeopardized their sense of safety. Still thinking themselves regular 
people, they worked to protect themselves and quickly found that they 
were no longer viewed as regular by their neighbors. All of a sudden, 
they were perceived as in league with Birkenstock- wearing hippies, even 
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though none of them wore Birkenstocks or matched any stereotypes of 
hippies. This led interviewees to reassess what they thought of activists 
and to understand their own activism against natural gas as important, 
no matter what their neighbors thought.

Luke and Brynna Smith, a couple in their early thirties who were 
part of a legal effort to stop natural gas next to their property, described 
themselves as concerned homeowners and parents. They told me that 
activists were viewed with suspicion in their community, as “squeaky 
wheels,” Brynna said. Luke explained, “If you’ve been labeled an extrem-
ist or an activist you are just [.@.@.] not wanting to be listened to.” Accord-
ing to Luke, viewing activists as extremists was a sharp contrast to how 
locals viewed the natural gas company representatives. People trusted 
the company and believed their assurances that everything would be 
OK. Neighbors cited the nice suits and respectful manner of the land-
men, men employed by the natural gas company to knock on doors and 
ask landowners to sign leases for natural gas, as evidence that they were 
trustworthy. In this area of Idaho, businessmen were respected, while 
environmentalists, who were typically women, were not. 

Luke and Brynna originally had no opinion on oil and gas. They 
started researching “both sides” of the issue when a land man brought 
a gas lease to their house. Their investigation of the issue began online, 
cross checking everything on the documents that the gas company gave 
them. A couple of months later, they realized that the proposed well 
would be constructed right next to their property line and children’s 
swing set. From their research, they concluded that the gas company 
was not being a responsible steward and that having a well next to their 
house could have negative health impacts on their four young children. 
They began writing letters to politicians and initially felt like they were 
the only ones in the county that were questioning the drilling. They felt 
isolated. Neighbors told Luke and Brynna that they should be careful 
speaking out about the proposed well. They explained, “You don’t want 
them to start, you know, totally discounting what you say because you 
have been pushing the issue,” said Brynna. She explained: “So that right 
there spoke volumes to me about the way people view anyone who 
really stands up for what they think is right, you know. So what, can 
I write like three letters to the newspaper or something, what’s my limit 
here before you start thinking I am crazy?” The threat of a well next to 
their home made the Smiths aware of the importance of speaking out. 
They began to value the work of activists like Alma and started speak-
ing out themselves.
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Discussing the way that gas production processes worked, where 
“unless you object you are considered [.@ .@ .] consenting,” Luke said, 
“You almost have to be an activist just to stop something or let people 
know, ‘Hey, we need to rethink this or look this over before we continue 
on,’ because a simple mistake or simple yes [.@.@.] can completely wipe 
this town out.” Luke thought it was silly that “either [.@ .@ .] your kids 
better be drinking oil when they eat their dinner or you are a complete 
activist and you have dreads and everything else, it’s one or the other is 
how it’s viewed.” Both he and Brynna were interested in ensuring that 
things in their community were done responsibly and they did not think 
that was extreme. The categories of pro- oil and extreme activist are too 
constrained for people like Luke and Brynna and the many other con-
cerned individuals who identify with neither of these categories.

As we continued our conversation, Brynna talked about how most 
people who think activists are extreme are not willing to “stand up for 
anything ever” and how she and Luke had been guilty of that. Luke inter-
jected: “We used to call [activists] patriots,” the people who “freaked 
out, [got] people together, [and] did something” to address taxation 
without representation before the Revolutionary War. Encapsulated in 
this discussion on what it means to be an activist is Luke and Brynna’s 
larger journey from never having engaged in politics to having their 
names on the lawsuit against Alta Mesa (the gas developer in Idaho) 
and considering organizing a petition for enhanced oil and gas safety 
regulations. Their experience resisting oil and gas had not only changed 
their view of the industry, but also of the social forces that speak out in 
communities. 

Ambivalence, being “on the fence” about activism, was common. 
Local media routinely calls Alma an “Anti- Fracking Activist” (e.g., Boise 
Weekly, Idaho Statesman, Argus Observer, (&* KIDO). Yet Alma does 
not consider herself an activist: “I don’t really, and I haven’t really ever 
thought of myself as an activist per se, you know; there is a need and 
nobody, I didn’t see anybody stepping forward to 4ll it, so here I am 
[laughs].” So what was the need that spurred Alma to action?

As Alma liked to say, up until she moved to Idaho, her “head had 
been 4rmly planted in the sand” and her “rose colored glasses 4rmly 
af4xed” to her face. When she lived in California, before coming to 
Idaho, she viewed herself as a conservative, and both her and her hus-
band Jim had all the material things they wanted. Alma had ful4lled 
the many homemaker duties of a middle- class family concerned with 
presentation. “I used to dust the top of my fridgerator on a weekly 
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basis,” Alma would tell me, as she apologized for what she perceived as 
a state of disarray in her home, each time I arrived for 4eldwork. “Now, 
I hardly even have time to do the dishes, Jim often steps up to do them.” 
In her sweatpants during a day of computer work, before she quickly 
changed for a meeting and rushed out the door, Alma would say, “It’s a 
good thing I don’t put on makeup anymore.” The change from a life of 
more traditional gender roles and related concerns about presentation 
of self and home to one of constant resistance to oil and gas—“givin’ 
them hell,” as Alma says—paralleled the change in her view of environ-
mentalists from Birkenstock- wearing hippies to invaluable members of 
civil society. In sum, Alma’s priorities had changed signi4cantly since 
0116 when she realized she had a CAFO (con4ned animal feeding oper-
ation) as a neighbor. From that point on, activist work 4lled her time.

Her CAFO neighbor “of4cially smashed” her rose- colored glasses. 
Alma asked him to stop leaving piles of cattle feed on the road, fallen 
from his overloaded trucks. In response, he scooped one up and dumped 
it on the corner of her property. Alma gathered the sample of cattle feed 
in a neighbor’s borrowed canning jar and had it tested by Analytical 
Laboratories of Boise. It “had some of the highest levels of E. coli [the 
tester] had seen.” The tester “told me to call the school and have them 
not pick the kids up there because the kids should have no contact with 
this stuff,” Alma explained. Alma went on to work against unjust CAFO 
policies at the state level, forming a nonpro4t and revealing CAFO non-
compliance with state and federal laws (Ogburn 0122). This work par-
allels CAIA’s work against oil and gas. Both 4ght industry- friendly laws 
that strip away public process and local control over environmentally 
risky, and, in climate terms, catastrophic businesses. Both cows and 
leaking natural gas pipes are tremendous sources of methane emissions, 
not to mention the carbon dioxide emissions resulting from burning 
natural gas or transporting cows and beef in our sprawling food system.

Alma’s husband, Jim, experienced a similarly intense event that 
spurred him to become an activist, though he also does not call him-
self one. On Thursday October 3, 012<, Alma sat with about six other 
members of the public observing a Payette County Planning and Zoning 
Commission public hearing on oil and gas. Speaking from the front of 
the Auorescently lit, unadorned, and nearly empty meeting room, a com-
missioner accused Alma of presenting false information in her testimony 
at a previous hearing. The present hearing had entered the deliberation 
stage, when the public is not allowed to speak. Alma demanded a point 
of order, asking to know the source that contradicted her statement. 
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She had previously stated in public comment that Santa Barbara had an 
ordinance prohibiting the transportation of gas by railway. The com-
missioner said he called the city’s zoning commission and they denied 
this. In response to Alma’s request for information, the commissioners 
asked her to leave. She would not—they were in a public meeting, she 
said—so they asked for her arrest. She calmly and quietly spoke with a 
reluctant deputy at the back of the room before a man more determined 
to carry out the arrest arrived, handcuffed her, and escorted her out of 
the room (the video of the arrest is posted on Facebook). The commis-
sioner, in fact, provided the information Alma had requested after she 
left the room (Ehrlich 012<). Alma’s testimony, while incorrect on the 
policy details of Santa Barbara, was generally correct. The gist of it, that 
transportation of gas by rail is unsafe and undesirable, is consistent with 
Santa Barbara County’s policies. 

Alma spent the next seven days in jail, 4ve of those in solitary con4ne-
ment without visitors, phone calls, or clean clothes, because she would 
not give her name, choosing to remain silent (Koch 012;). As the interim 
director of ACLU Idaho, Leo Morales, said of Alma’s arrest: “This is the 
type of treatment that is usually reserved for terrorists” (Prentice 012<). 
The jailers claimed they could not process her without a name. She was 
also jailed before a three- day holiday weekend that inhibited process-
ing. They would not allow her to receive toiletries from her husband, 
or clean underwear, which have to be approved on Wednesdays—she 
was arrested on a Thursday (Ehrlich 012<). While in jail, Alma went on 
a hunger strike. She learned that almost all of the seventeen women in 
the jail, the “no tell motel” as she likes to call it, were on government 
assistance. When she discovered that seven of these women with mental 
health conditions had to pay for their doctors to come into the jail to 
prescribe their medications, she organized the women to make com-
plaints to the jail. “The next day, they let me out. They probably didn’t 
want me organizing. I’m glad I went to jail since I didn’t know anything 
about it and the mental health situation of the women in there,” Alma 
reAected as she told me about the ordeal over lunch at The Hideaway 
Grille—the 4rst place she went upon her release from jail four months 
before. Payette County dropped all charges against Alma of resisting, 
obstructing, and criminal trespass on April 0, 012;. 

One of the best parts about Alma’s arrest, according to a couple of 
interviewees, was that it sparked Jim’s involvement (see 4gure <). “I will 
always remember that day, the day Alma got arrested. I had to handle 
everything while she was in jail, and it was then that I really realized 
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how crazy it all was. Before, I was aware, but I mostly stayed out of it 
and did our business,” Jim explained. Her arrest made it painfully clear 
that the way things are handled in Payette County is worthy not only of 
suspicion, but also of a sustained and huge commitment of his time. He 
began attending and documenting, with professional video equipment, 
every meeting he could, and then uploading these to YouTube.

Jim eventually helped form CAIA, where he served as board mem-
ber and president. His duties in these roles involved organizing meet-
ing agendas and facilitating meetings. When I asked how he described 
himself, he replied, “Concerned citizen. I believe that there shouldn’t 
be certain elements of society taking advantage of other people and 
bene4t[ting] from them without [it] being a win- win situation.” Jim’s 
motivation, like other CAIA members, stemmed from a deep sense of 
right, wrong, and fairness. He, along with Alma, owned a couple of 
small businesses (restoration and equipment attachment sales) and 
applied his business sense and ethics to all things oil and gas. As he said, 
everything should be win- win. In business, you should provide a quality 
service to someone and receive a fair price for that service. The oil and 
gas industry did not abide by this ethos.

This sense of wrongdoing was an important motivator for many 
interviewees. The behavior of the oil and gas industry sharply contrasted 
with how interviewees were used to interacting with other people in 
their community, a community where you often see folks you know at 

E#C?&% <. Alma and Jim document new activities along gas lines. Payette County, 
Idaho, March 012;. Photo by the author.
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the grocery store. As Luke Smith explained, “I see that the community, 
a lot of them, just don’t know, they are being railroaded and I’m not 
a protector per se, but I hate to see people [.@.@.] just getting schemed 
and railroaded all of the time from the oil company [.@.@.] and so I’ve 
been trying to be educated on the system.” Men like Luke, alongside 
women, felt a sense of duty to protect their neighbors, something that 
 researchers have documented in other rural contexts (see Bell 0127).

Sherry Gordon, self- described “harmonizer,” secretary, and website 
curator of CAIA, whom fellow activist Dottie Hawthorne described as 
a “quiet force,” described a similar realization upon attending her 4rst 
oil and gas meeting at the Gem County courthouse in Emmett, the town 
where she lives. A major contention in the 4ght over oil and gas in Idaho 
is whether it is about fracking. There are fracking regulations in Idaho 
policy that the industry participated in developing. In activist’s lines of 
reasoning, why would a gas company work to develop policies for a form 
of extraction it does not intend to practice? In Sherry’s observations, the 
gas company representatives never say explicitly they will not frack, likely 
so that if they want to in the future, past quotes will not damage their 
credibility. However, the company does strive to make fracking seem 
unlikely. Sherry’s concern is that people trust the industry’s words:

The lawyers there were so slick, and it was clear that they were way bam-
boozling the people in the audience because they knew the right words to say 
to make implications, but not to say something outright, like, “We are not 
going to be fracking.” [Instead, they say], “We see no reason why we should 
have to frack here because X, Y, Z.” They didn’t say they’re not going to. 
And everybody says, “Well, they say they’re not going to frack.” But oh my 
God! People are kind of horrifying [light laugh] sometimes in their—and it’s 
not a level of intelligence, it’s just wanting to believe something and taking 
words and not using their best judgment, not using, you know, discretion, 
logic [laughs].

Sherry’s point about the gullibility of Idahoans was something I heard 
often. Interviewees described Idahoans as particularly trusting, espe-
cially of local government. Luke and Brynna felt like the gas company 
had taken away their ability to trust.1 Sherry, who moved to Idaho from 
California, was so concerned about the bamboozling that she agreed to 
edit an oil and gas ordinance to propose to the county. She did this despite 
having set out to not get involved with oil and gas because her time was 
already 4lled with volunteer work for a number of other community 
organizations. The oil and gas ordinance absorbed her time through-
out the whole holiday season. When she opened their presentation to 
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the committee, she had never done anything like it before, speaking in 
front of a packed room to recommend policy. Summing up her primary 
motivation for being involved, Sherry explained, “It’s got to be done. 
[.@.@.] I mean I really, really, really wish somebody else were doing it, but 
since they aren’t, I just feel [.@.@.] like I am being held to this somehow. 
[.@.@.] I’m doing it out of, oh, you know, a sense of duty I guess, because 
it really has to be done, somebody’s got to be this balance and try to be 
a force for changing things and I know that those forces all start out 
small.” Her feeling of ful4lling a duty resonated with Jim’s account. For 
Jim, the oil and gas industry was an affront to all things ethical. He 
feels that ethics do not have a political stripe or label, they are about 
humanity and doing good:

The bottom line is, it’s not about how happy you are or [.@ .@ .] think you 
are; [.@.@.]  it’s about what kind of impact you can make before you check 
out, you know. Are you, is there going to be a difference? It’s not a political 
thing, it’s not a partisan thing, it’s the reason why we’re here with things, it’s 
a humanity thing. So it doesn’t matter if it’s left, right, or whatever. A lot of 
people will coin activists as people that are very liberal, environmental [.@.@.] 
but I’m extremely conservative and it’s more of a, it’s a people thing, it’s 
really—I can honestly say if anybody is concerned about their fellow man, 
if they have done anything to help support that, I guess they’re an activist. 
So there you go.

The reluctance to claim being an “activist” is evidence that the organiz-
ing context of southwest Idaho was one in which doing activist activities 
was frowned upon. In some ways, interviewees reinforced this sentiment 
by continuing to distance themselves from the label. However, in their 
tireless work to stop natural gas, ensure environmental stewardship, and 
protect communities from being tricked by corporations, they model the 
dedication of activists. Some, after roundabout explanations, eventually 
came to the conclusion that they were, in fact, activists. Understanding 
this social context helps clarify why CAIA developed particular tactics 
to pursue its goals. These tactics centered around relationship building 
to enable talking and working across lines of difference.

“/WP/SW ZPT’J ,LMW IULJ \P! [TPI  
!TJDS JUW\ [TPI JULJ \P! ,LMW”

Relational organizing is central to CAIA members’ theory of change. 
Both of these terms come, not from CAIA, but from youth activists 
whom I interviewed in Santa Barbara. As youth activists explained, 
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relational organizing is the idea that the best organizing comes from per-
sonal relationships of trust between people and that these relationships 
are best built on a foundation of care for the person and their life, rather 
than the purpose that person serves in a campaign. A theory of change 
is a person’s view of how change happens. I use these terms to illustrate 
the progressive nature of CAIA’s organizing, in the sense that the group 
is on the leading edge of inclusive and broad- based organizing— across 
political ideologies. In the realm of political ideology, CAIA is practicing 
what the youth in Santa Barbara advocate (see chapter ;). 

That all core CAIA members recognize the importance of relational 
organizing is evident in their dedication to message. Here, message does 
not mean a super4cial strategy to attract people, though it is strategic. 
Message means a core value of the group and the foundation of why 
they work as hard as they do. They are all committed to their mission of 
“representing and educating the public, challenging unjust government 
and corporate actions, and participating in public processes to promote 
the preservation of private property rights, public health, safety, and 
resources” (CAIA Mission Statement, approved 22/00/2;). In addition, 
the group has committed itself to six core values of respect, responsibility, 
trustworthiness, caring, fairness, and citizenship (CAIA Core Values, 
approved 22/00/2;). These values apply to the group, membership, and 
community. They even apply to representatives of the fossil fuel industry, 
whom activists like Alma always address with decency in public. Gas 
company representatives do not always reciprocate. Alta Mesa Idaho 
vice president and general counsel John Peiserich, for example, once 
shoved the camera of a reporter sympathetic to documenting CAIA’s 
struggle, and when asked to stop touching the equipment, said “I’ll do 
whatever I want, fuck you” (Koch 012<). CAIA de4nes its six core values 
in the following ways:

 2.  Respect: Civility, Courtesy, Honor, Decency, Dignity, Autonomy, 
Tolerance, Acceptance

 0.  Responsibility: Accountability, Integrity, Follow- Through, Pursuit 
of Excellence, Self- Restraint, Personal Growth, Humility, Service, 
Constructive Optimism

 7.  Trustworthiness: Honesty, Truthfulness, Sincerity, Candor, Loyalty, 
Accuracy

 <.  Caring: Appreciation of Others, Self after Others, Love for People/
Humanity/Life, Giving without the Expectation of Return
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 ;.  Fairness: Inclusiveness, Equity, Impartiality, Nonpartisan, 
Nondiscriminatory

 6.  Citizenship:@Aware and Informed, Engaged, Do More Than Your 
Fair Share, Work for Community Wellbeing, Active Oversight of 
Elected Leaders to Ensure Genuine Representation

By modeling these values and sharing information one relationship at a 
time, CAIA hopes to build its power. CAIA members routinely spend hours 
having coffee with people who express interest in their group, getting to 
know them, their concerns, and how they would like to be plugged in. 

These types of relationships are not only important for growing the 
movement, but also critical for educating people on the complexities 
of oil and gas. CAIA core members are very concerned with validity, 
providing sources for all the statements they make. As leader Shelley 
Brock explained, “The industry can lie 31 percent of the time, but we 
have to be 221 percent accurate.” This requires a large investment in get-
ting new members up to speed. As Sherry Gordon outlined: “You have 
to spend lots of time bringing [new people] along to the point where 
you’re not really gritting your teeth, hoping that they are not going to 
say something really foolish that’s going to hurt the organization [.@.@.] 
just because it’s so critical to be [.@.@.] TeAon coated so that nobody can 
[put] a grappling hook into you, you know, TeAon coated with truth 
that’s [.@.@.] back- upable.” While important everywhere because of indus-
try’s vast resources to amplify its voice above the grassroots, being able 
to stand behind data is something Idaho interviewees stressed more than 
other interviewees.2 They saw data as critical in a context where there is 
little support for activities perceived as environmental or conservationist. 

Justin Hayes, program director at the Idaho Conservation League 
(ICL), Idaho’s oldest and largest conservation group, af4rmed the hos-
tile organizing climate that environmental causes faced in Idaho. About 
six times in our conversation Justin said, “We have to be very careful. If 
you go with your hair on +re, you are marginalizing yourself and all the 
people and things you stand for. We have to stay credible” (my empha-
sis). In this case, credible meant middle of the road. Both Ben Otto, ICL’s 
energy associate, and Justin advocated a strategy of having a seat at 
policy- making tables by proposing what they saw as realistic actions—
safety regulations and step- by- step victories, rather than a strategy of 
saying industry was not welcome in Idaho. 

Justin’s approach to oil and gas clashes with the climate justice move-
ment’s keep- it- in- the- ground campaign (see AmazonWatch .org. et al. 
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012;a, published during COP02). He explained: “Our goal is not to stop 
this industry, we are not an organization that has said, ‘Hell no! No oil 
and gas development in Idaho period, over our dead bodies!’ Um, that 
would just, that’s not a position that is going to work in Idaho, so if you 
want to make yourself completely irrelevant to the policy debate of how 
to regulate the industry, go light your hair on 4re and say this industry is 
not welcome here.” Probing whether Justin articulated an organizational 
view or his own, I asked: “Would you personally like to have no oil and 
gas in Idaho or are you OK with it?” Justin stood and crossed the room 
to the light switch. He Aicked the lights on and off and said, 

These [the lights] come from natural gas. I have an array of solar panels on 
my house, but am I off the grid? No. I rode by bike here, but then I’ll drive 
my daughter to sports practice, in my Prius, but it’s still. So I think we should 
regulate this to be as safe as possible. It’s kind of like with mining [he does 
mining work for ICL] when people ask me if we need mines, I say yes, for all of 
the stuff in my awesome cell phone or our cars. If they ask if I’d rather have a 
mine in Bolivia or the US, I say the US, because we have way better regulations.

Justin’s explanation echoes arguments I had heard in Santa Barbara. 
During a public hearing on the anti- fracking ballot measure known as 
Measure P, County Supervisor Lavignino made these remarks to sup-
port his no vote on Measure P:

We basically have a soft ban on fracking [i.e., many regulations] since 
0122—I voted for it. So this protects us from fracking. The reality is that 
I had to park a half- mile away from this place because people [who are at 
this meeting to protest oil] use cars. I am all for solar and renewables, but 
it [oil] is not going away in the near future. I think think globally and act 
locally is interesting. The GHGs [greenhouse gas emissions] of not getting it 
[oil] locally is getting it from Iraq or Venezuela, which means bigger GHGs.

These statements and calls for environmentalists to recognize their 
own carbon dependencies feed into the fossil fuel industry’s ability to 
“manufacture consent” (Herman and Chomsky [23::] 0110; Lippmann 
2300). LeQuesne (0123) calls this “petro- hegemony.” The fossil fuel 
industry uses its control over the state, economy, and culture to make 
fossil fuels an unquestioned element of life. Alternative bases of energy 
are, in this context, “hardly imaginable” (Herman and Chomsky [23::] 
0110:0). In central Appalachia, Bell (0126) documents how the coal 
industry enacts petro- hegemony by creating a pro- coal fake grass-
roots organization called “Friends of Coal” that sponsors local events, 
services, and places. As she explains: “Through appearing to sponsor 
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everything and anything, Friends of Coal gives the impression that the 
coal industry is still acting as the backbone of the state, regardless of 
whether it provides many jobs or contributes signi4cantly to public ser-
vices. Thus, these diverse sponsorships serve to perpetuate an ideology of 
dependency: without the coal industry, West Virginians would not only 
be without jobs, but they would also be without sporting events, soccer 
4elds, cultural events, and community centers” (Bell 0126:21<). These 
corporate strategies are at work in Idaho and Santa Barbara as well. 
The website slogan for Idaho Power, the utility provider for southern 
and eastern Idaho, for instance, is “We are Idaho.” The website of Santa 
Maria Energy, a major oil producer in Santa Barbara County, has a slide-
show featuring photos of wine grapes and majestic Santa Maria valley 
landscapes, making it seem as if the company is somehow synonymous, 
rather than incompatible with the county’s largest economic sectors––
tourism and agriculture. Only two of the four photos in the slideshow 
feature any oil infrastructure. In one of those, the infrastructure is almost 
completely blocked from view by trees. 

Convincing anyone who uses fossil fuels that he or she is depen-
dent on them, that stopping fossil fuels would lead to the ruin of the 
individual and society, bolsters the hegemonic power of the industry. It 
prevents imagination of new and different ways of obtaining energy and 
organizing society. It also divides community members, marginalizing 
those that are calling for what we need: no more fossil fuels. That this 
dependency message comes from the program director of Idaho’s larg-
est environmental group and from an elected of4cial in Santa Barbara 
demonstrates the broad buy- in to industry’s messaging. It is as if the 
American Cancer Society said, to a person who smokes daily, that the 
inconvenience of quitting and adjusting one’s daily routine outweighs 
the known health effects, and that the smoker should buy local tobacco 
(see Oreskes and Conway [0121] on the parallels between the tobacco 
and fossil fuel industries). Grassroots groups like CAIA work hard to 
negate this fossil- fuel dependency justi4cation for inaction.

Unlike the nonpro4t staffers I just mentioned, CAIA thinks the facts 
about the damage of gas extraction give them the credibility to advocate 
for at least a reversal of all the laws that make gas extraction a viable 
business in Idaho, if not a ban on the industry. The facts CAIA shares 
with communities and their concern with progress on the issue endears 
them to their supporters. Care, as Jim’s quote in this section’s title com-
municates, is key: “People don’t care what you know until they know 
that you care.” 
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Just one example of how CAIA showed people that it cares comes 
from Peter and Susan Dill, organic farmers in Gem County. They stressed 
how impressed they were that Alma had been responsible for connect-
ing their county (where Alma does not live) to Michael Lewis, then 
director of the United States Geological Survey’s (USGS) Idaho Water 
Science Center. They did not know Alma had been involved and had 
wondered how Lewis connected with Gem County. With guidance from 
Lewis, the USGS partnered with Gem County to conduct county- wide 
base- line water testing before industry drilling. CAIA members believe 
this is the 4rst such collaboration in the United States. Having baseline 
data is the only way communities can prove contamination from oil 
and gas drilling; in most cases, communities do not have this data. The 
Dills, both soft spoken and intentional with their words, spoke highly of 
Alma and Michael. According to Susan, Michael “was very supportive, 
I mean he really cares” (my emphasis). 

In the context of climate crisis, care means shutting the oil and gas 
industry down. Though the Idaho Conservation League’s website is 
full of language about working on the issues Idahoans care about–
–“Because you love Idaho, the Idaho Conservation League protects 
the air you breathe, the water you drink and the land you love” (Idaho 
Conservation League 012;)––their moderate approach to oil and gas 
regulations fails to care enough. In trying to walk the middle line on this 
issue, to appear “credible” to Idaho politicians (many of whom do not 
believe in climate change), they alienate CAIA and fail to demand the 
conservation measures that climate change requires.3 

Though taking a moderate approach may appear to be an attempt 
to talk across lines, it is an attempt to talk across, but not disrupt, lines 
of power in a political economy that is fundamentally unjust. Both Ben 
Otto and Justin Hayes were reticent to think about building coalitions 
with CAIA, whom the former saw as representing conservative voices 
that had been against most of ICL’s policies in the past, and whom the 
latter saw as people with their hair on 4re. Both had had little sustained 
personal contact with CAIA members and no relationship of trust. Ben 
Otto recognized the importance of trust. When I asked him if there was 
a way ICL could collaborate with CAIA on oil and gas, Ben said:

We are de4nitely trying to. [.@.@.] It’s new for us, we have traditionally just 
been very threatened by the Tea Party and private property rights scene and 
they have felt very threatened by us, so it’s new for both of us, both groups, 
to try to 4nd this comfort and trust. It takes a lot of trust building when 
you’ve traditionally, you know, lobbed competing press releases at each 
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other and you’ve called each other terrible names in meetings; there’s a lot of 
repair that needs to happen, and trust is earned, especially in Idaho. I mean 
people are pretty insular to their community, so it is just going to take time 
to build that trust and you earn it by demonstrating consistency and respect 
for different people and listening to folks, but I think it’s getting better, but 
yeah, it will take time. 

Both Justin and Ben recognized, in their own ways, where CAIA was 
coming from. Justin noted how it was understandable that people radi-
calized. He had seen activists start off concerned and “reasonable,” but 
then, when no one listens, he explained, people have no incentive to be 
moderate. Ben, who was perhaps not yet so jaded to dismiss what he 
called “the left Aank” and who personally preferred that oil and gas did 
not happen, thought it was important for people to make more radi-
cal demands than he could in the context of his more insider position 
with ICL. Radical demands like “Let’s close every coal plant this year” 
moved the window of possible conversations to the left, Ben explained. 
Ben and Justin felt they were doing what they could within their roles 
as ICL staff—lobbying for more stringent policy and building strong 
relationships with state agencies. During my research, their practice of 
doing what Ben called the “art of the possible” did not line up with 
CAIA’s goals.

In this context, CAIA, particularly Alma, perceived lack of support 
from the big green groups in Boise, and so, most of CAIA’s relational 
organizing was focused on building the grassroots. Of CAIA interview-
ees, Jim thought about relational organizing the most. He was a keen 
observer of body language to gauge a person’s feelings. As he explained, 
activists should be focused on others’ needs and be aware of how dif-
ferent issues concern different people. In the following excerpt (and 
table 2), he powerfully captures the idea of talking across lines—the 
core of CAIA’s organizing: 

You’ve got to 4gure out a way to establish that you care, and to do that you 
have to [.@.@.] understand where they’re coming from and learn how to speak 
to them. Instead of telling them everything that you think they should know, 
you need to tell them things that they would be interested in knowing. [.@.@.] 
If you can imagine taking a piece of paper and folding it in half, [there’s] the 
left side and the right side and the line in the middle is the center; list all the 
things that different political af4liations would land on. So, obviously on 
the left, you would have abortion, and abortion on the right too, you would 
have maybe guns on the right and you know, list everything, and then try 
to 4nd things down the center that people, that both people, both mindsets, 
would see [as] a common interest. [.@.@.] And, you know, see what goes down 
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the center and then that’s what you talk about. If you’re in an area that is 
more to the left, then you can put that line over to the left, or more to the 
right, but you have to kind of look at 4rst an overall view of what you want 
to do and you try to stop talking about the fringe stuff because that’s what 
they [the oil and gas industry] want us to do. 

I depict Jim’s idea in table 2, illustrating how an activist’s task is to 
understand, through relationship building, where someone is coming 
from. You meet someone where they’re at, as Santa Barbara youth activ-
ists say in chapter ;––and then develop a strategy for communicating 
with them.

Jim also used the example of farmers, an important constituency in a 
strong farming community like Payette County, to explain what talking 
across lines would look like in his organizing context:

What is important to the farmers? Well, water is very important, make sure 
they got plenty of water for their crops, because I don’t think there’s a farmer 
around that would say, “Oh no, I don’t care if water gets cut off midseason.” 
I mean that’s their source of life––they don’t bring that product to market, 
they don’t get paid. They got a lot of money up front, they may have even 
taken loans to be able to put the product in the ground [.@.@.] so you have to 
look and see what’s important to them and then actually write a list, so you 
can keep that top of mind, so water would be important to farmers. Condi-
tion of roads are important; they can’t get their product out if the roads are 
not good for large trucks.

The things that Jim identi4es, water and road conditions, are both 
directly impacted by natural gas production. Hydraulic fracturing uses 
tremendous quantities of water and the heavy trucks that carry water 
and natural gas infrastructure. 

Jim’s analogy, however, goes beyond oil and gas. His approach under-
lines common values as key to organizing. While there is some Aexibility 

J-9.% 2 J=% /&-5(#5% *+ J-.H#"C L5&*'' S#"%'

 Left Center Right

 climate change community climate change
 environment  health small government
 abortion home and property abortion
 guns water, air, soil guns
  government accountability
  business integrity
  public infrastructure
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in communicating values depending on context, the core values that 
drive CAIA’s work are always the same, rooted in care, fairness, and 
quality of life. The goal of protecting these values leads clearly to some 
common enemies, in this case, the oil and gas industry and the state. 
By standing on the core values at the center of Jim’s imaginary piece of 
paper, CAIA can talk and work across lines of difference that typically 
prevent collaboration. 

,PT,S!XDPT

Through an exploration of activists’ journeys into activism, this chapter 
describes the social context in which activists work. It is a social context 
where activists are seen as extreme and unreasonable and where activists 
perpetuate this image, at least for a time, by distancing themselves from 
the term. It is a context where leaders in the environmental nonpro4t 
realm perpetuate the idea of fossil fuel dependency, that there is no alter-
native. Despite this context, most interviewees eventually recognized 
their work as activism and as critical to securing a healthy environment 
and fair political context for their communities. The natural gas com-
panies’ violation of rules of decency for relationships was a spark that 
lit the passions of most interviewees. On the Aip side, activists’ relation-
ships with each other helped them overcome feelings of isolation that 
result from organizing in such a social context. Similarly, CAIA was able 
to rapidly grow through emphasizing values like care, understanding 
the priorities of community members within its messaging, and then 
talking across lines to highlight common values. 

In chapter <, I describe how Idaho activists talk across lines, as well 
as the challenges to doing so.
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Movements for social change have long debated the utility of working 
within existing systems. They have struggled over whether to work for 
reform or revolution. Activists discuss this question within the groups 
that I worked with. One central characteristic that illuminates the divide 
over this question is that of organizational form—the type of organiza-
tion an activist belongs to. In this chapter, I examine tensions between 
grassroots and grasstops organizations. 

Grasstops organizations, as I use the term, are nonpro4t organiza-
tions that are structured in hierarchical ways in which a few people 
make decisions and direct volunteers to follow mission statements. They 
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Working across 
Organizational Lines
Grassroots and Grasstops Tensions  
and Possibilities

The kind of change you’re talking about—anything  feasible 
within the current political system—really won’t do us 
any good.

—Tim DeChristopher, grassroots activist (quoted in Stephenson 
012;:233)

If the utility needs to think that they are going to build a gas 
plant in ten years in order to [shutter their coal plant], I’m 
not gonna like jump up and down and light my hair on 4re, 
because I know I’m going to have like ten more bites at the 
apple to shut down that gas plant—but what I need today 
is the commitment to close coal. 

—Ben Otto, Idaho Conservation League, Boise, Idaho, Interview
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typically focus much energy on fundraising to support staff and, in some 
cases, have dues- paying members. In my research, activists who work for 
grasstops organizations are much more pragmatic, in the sense of doing 
what is practical within existing systems, than grassroots activists.1 As 
employees of long- standing organizations with donors, mission state-
ments, and legacies, they tend to be more invested in status quo organiz-
ing. They “accept the climate science, but fail to calibrate their response 
to the challenge this poses” (Rosewarne, Goodman, and Pearse 012<:;). 
This type of organizing stresses how much there is to lose, emphasizes 
incremental legal and regulatory change, and depends on having a seat 
at the table with decision makers and industry. It is wedded to the cur-
rent system, capitalism, and does not typically look beyond this system 
to imagine a post- capitalist world. 

The grassroots volunteer activists within these same communities 
tend not to feel adequately supported by these larger, better- resourced 
organizations—a common experience of environmental justice activists 
(Cable, Mix, and Hastings 011;). In fact, they often feel excluded and 
isolated. More of them are working to imagine and enact what Rose-
warne, Goodman, and Pearse (012<) call a “realistic politics of climate 
change, one that meets the challenge of climate science in ways that 
cannot be dismissed” (6). These authors argue that a realistic politics 
of climate change is one that works outside conventional politics, ques-
tions the status quo, and prioritizes system change. Though activists 
who work in this way are perceived as radical, Rosewarne, Goodman, 
and Pearse point out that they, in fact, “pragmatically apprehend the 
challenge and seek to produce responses that have a realistic chance 
of delivering climate stability” (;). This surprising divide, even among 
people who all consider themselves environmentalists or activists, reso-
nates with Smith’s thesis: “Just as we must not presume that we cannot 
work with unlikely allies, we must not presume that we should always 
work with people who are perceived to be our likely allies” (011::011). 

This chapter analyzes the relationship between grassroots and gras-
stops organizations that I see as acting within, to varying degrees, the 
climate justice movement in Santa Barbara and Idaho. The climate jus-
tice movement works to achieve the twin goals of social justice and 
a livable world, recognizing that one cannot be achieved without the 
other. It is more explicitly justice oriented than the environmental move-
ment and more globally oriented—because of the global scale of climate 
change—than the environmental justice movement. What people view 
as possible, the level of trust required to work together, and how people 
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perceive different messages and strategies are some of the primary ten-
sions between these grassroots and grasstops sectors of the movement. 
Members of grasstops organizations tend to take actions because they 
are feasible within the current policies system. Ben Otto, in the open-
ing excerpt, for example, does what he thinks is politically feasible—
accepting plans for a natural gas power plant in order to close a coal 
plant. This is much different from climate justice campaigns to keep all 
fossil fuels in the ground. Actions like Ben’s are actions that DeChris-
topher and other grassroots activists see as “not doing us any good.” 
While there are examples of grassroots and grasstops working together, 
from the perspectives of activists in both sectors, these collaborations 
can prove more draining than bene4cial. If the movement is to talk 
and work across lines, the dividing lines between grassroots and gras-
stops must be more permeable. A broad- based and powerful movement 
requires nothing less. 

My writing in this chapter, as in the rest of the book, is informed by 
my standpoint as a grassroots activist. Much of the motivation for this 
research, and the social capital that made it possible, is based in my rela-
tionships with grassroots activists and organizations. Combined with 
my biography, these relationships make me an optimist about people’s 
capacity to work together and someone who believes that achieving cli-
mate justice requires a radically different form of social organization. I do 
not see my vision of “success” within capitalism. In line with Rosewarne, 
Goodman, and Pearse (012<), I do not think capitalism is “pragmatic” 
in light of climate science. I also, however, recognize that legislative and 
political wins today, within established systems, can decrease pollution, 
protect communities, and award reparations to those who are suffering. 
I know from experience that personal environmental and social jus-
tice actions can serve as springboards for individuals to join and make 
efforts for systematic change. These daily actions can be small wins and 
progress to nourish the soul along a dif4cult and bleak road of system 
change. In sum, I acknowledge that individuals have overlapping and 
contradictory layers of change- making beliefs and think most people 
who join or work for a grassroots or grasstops organization have good 
intentions. Activists’ dreams, choices, and reasoning are more complex 
than the binary characterization grassroots/grasstops suggests. I make 
this distinction to highlight points of divergence. Understanding these 
points as roots of tension, will, I hope, enable activists on both sides to 
transform these tensions from break points between their organizations, 
to bridges.
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This chapter examines the differences and similarities between the Mea-
sure P and megaload campaigns, concluding with reAections on how to 
strengthen movements’ commitment to diversity and inclusivity of par-
ticipants, tactics, strategies, and motivations. It illustrates how political 
economy and sense of place shape how activists can frame extreme 
energy extraction. Bringing people together to resist oil infrastructure 
that is conceptualized as weapons of mass destruction is much easier 
when local people’s jobs and tax bases are not grounded in that infra-
structure. Beyond framing, I also 4nd that the rigidity of the movement 
is important for inAuencing working across lines. Coalition work was 
less successful when activists tried to unite around one message, set of 
tactics, and way of building relationships and more successful when 
groups retained the freedom to employ different messages, tactics, and 
ways of movement building, in line with each group’s priorities. Both 
of these factors con4rm 4ndings from other chapters of this book, 
including the importance youth place on intersectionality— recognizing 
and valuing difference, whether in identity or in campaign strategy—
and the importance Idaho activists place on framing the natural gas 
company as lacking integrity and accountability, in other words, as 
immoral. 
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